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Let A = {z E C 1 ]z\ < 1 }. Let B, denote the set of functions d analytic in A and 
satisfying I&z)] < 1, d(0) = 0. Suppose F is analytic and univalent in d and maps 
it onto a convex domain D other than a strip, a wedge or a half plane. Let 
s(F) = {Fo q5] do B,}. Let Es(F) denote the set of extreme points of s(F). D. J. 
Hallenbeck and T. H. MacGregor asked in [3] whether the set Es(F) ever lies 
strictly between the minimal ( { Fc> Q 1 (b E B,, lim, i, i&re”‘)] = 1 a.e.}) and the maxi- 
mal ({Fp$]d is an extreme point of B,)) sets. We prove that this always happens 
when the boundary of D contains a line segment. Let D = F(d) be any convex 
domain, and let f be subordinate to F. We show that ifSis an extreme point of s(F) 
then the closure of the boundary values .f(0) off (j”(0) = lim, _* 1 .f(re’“) a.e.) has a 
nonempty intersection with the set of extreme points of the boundary of D. We also 
completely determine extreme points of s(F) when the boundary of D consists of 
finitely many arcs wih positive curvature. 7 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let d denote the unit disc and let d(d) be the linear space of functions 
analytic in d with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets. 
Let B,= {fj~d(d)lV=.~ lq%(z)l < 1, 4(O) =O}. A function (by& is 
called inner if Vz t d 1$(z)\ < 1 and j#(0)l = lim,, , Id(reie)l = 1 for almost all 
8 E [0, 27r). For every family of functions 9 c d(d) let EP denote the set 
of extreme points of 8. Let f, FE d(d). Then f is said to be subordinate 
to F (f< F) if and only if there exists a function q!~ E B0 so that f= Fo qi We 
consider the subordination family s(F) = (f~ d(d) 1 f< F} in the case F is 
univalent and F(d) is convex. It is known that if F(d) is a half plane then 
Es(F) = { F(xz) 1 (xl = 1). In all other cases FE HP for some p > 1 and then 
Since fe HP for the same p as F f(0) =lim,, I f(re”) exists almost 
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everywhere and we can define j(e)=dist(f(8), aF(d)), where aF(d) 
denotes the boundary of F(d). It is known that the maximal set for 
Es(F) when F is univalent and convex can also be written as 
{YE s(F) 1 jr log A(e) de = - cc >. The above results are in [3, p. 48, 126, 
141-144-J. Two cases when Es(F) is minimal have been identified in [ 1, 51. 
Namely, if F(d ) is a strip or a wedge then Es(F) = { Fo 4 1 I$ is inner, 
d(O) = 0). In the case F(d) is a bounded convex domain whose boundary, 
parametrized by a C2 function, has always positive curvature Es(F) is 
maximal [ 11. Recently an example was constructed [Z], which proves that 
if F(d) is a convex domain other than a half plane, a wedge or a strip and 
F is univalent then Es(F) # { Fo 4) 4 is inner, d(O) = O}. 
The first of our theorems identifies a general class of convex functions F 
for which Es(F) # { FO 4 1 I$ E EB,). Let X be a subset of the plane C, and 
let E be a positive number. Jlr(X, E) = 1.x E C 1 dist(x, A’) < E >. Let AB denote 
a line segment with endpoints A, B, ab denotes a counterclockwise arc of 
the unit circle with endpoints a, b, and for every measurable set X m(X) 
denotes the Lebesgue measure of A’. Let P,(t) denote the Poisson kernel, 
and let Q,(t) denote the conjugate Poisson kernel [4]. Let D be a convex 
domain in C, and let aD denote the boundary of D in the closed plane c. 
We regard a as an extreme point of 8D for any unbounded convex 
domain D. 
LEMMA 1. Let D be a convex domain whose boundary contains a line 
segment AB. Let R be a domain satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) RcD 
(2) aRndD#@ 
(3) aRnaDcAB\{A, B). 
Then there exists a Jordan domain T such that R c Tc D and (2) and (3) 
are satisfied when aR is replaced by aT. 
Proof Let L be the maximal line segment (finite or infinite) contained 
in aD and containing AB. Let CK be a closed line segment such that 
aRnaDcCKcAB\(A, B}. 
There exist positive numbers E and 6 such that 
dist{M(CK, E), aD\L} >6. 
In addition, we can choose E small enough so that R G! M(CK, E). 
Conditions (1) and (3) of the lemma imply in particular that 
Red,= (ZE Cl IzI <M} for some positive number M. Since aDn2, 
and aR\M(CK, E) are both compact and disjoint d=dist(aD nJ,,,,, 
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?R\. t‘(CK, a)) is positive. Note also that d<E, since R is connected and 
R d t’(CK, E). Define the domain b by 
Let D*=bnA,. learly D* is a bounded convex domain. 
Consider now a.,+“(CK, E) n dD*. There are two possible cases. Either 
this set consists of exactly two points or it is a line segment parallel to CK 
and of the same length as CK. In the former case we call the points of inter- 
section of c?,V(CK, E) with dD*, P, and Q. In the latter P and Q denote the 
endpoints of the line segment which is the intersection of i3D* and 
cY,V(CK, E). The Jordan curve o7T is constructed as follows: We start at the 
point C and continue on AB (through K) until we meet dN(CK, E). Then 
we follow dy,V(CK, E) to the point Q of its intersection with dD*. We travel 
now along aD* to the point P, and then we follow dN(CK, E) to its inter- 
section with AB. Finally, we continue on AB until we return to the point C. 
LEMMA 2. Let F he analytic and univalent in A, and let ,f E s(F). !f 
f$ Es(F) and 8-Q” then g$ Es(F). 
Proqf Since g<.f there is a function q3 E B, such that g =foqk Since 
f# Es(F) there exist i E (0, 1) and two different functions f,, fi E s(F) so 
that f= jf, + ( 1 - A)f2. It follows that g = Afr 0 q4 + ( 1 - A)fi 0 4. Both f, 0 4 
and fZ 0 4 belong to s(F). Since q3 is open f, 3 q5 # fi 0 4. Hence g # Es(F). 
THEOREM 3. Let D be a convex domain whose boundary contains a line 
segment AB. Let FE&(A) be a univalent function mapping A onto D. If 
f E s(F) is such that 
af(A)naDcAB\{A, B} 
then f $ Es(F). 
Proof: If Jf (A) n aD = 0 then dist(af (A), dD) = d > 0 and the result is 
immediate. It is enough to put g(z) =dz for all ZE A and note that 
f& g E s(F). Then f = $( f + g) + $( f - g). Suppose now that df(A ) n aD # 0. 
We can assume that f is a univalent function and that f(A) is a Jordan 
domain. This follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. First we apply 
Lemma 1 with R = f (A). We obtain a Jordan domain T satisfying the asser- 
tion of Lemma 1, and using the Riemann mapping theorem a univalent 
function f * such that f*(A) = T and f *(0) = F(0). Since f <f* <F, if we 
show that f * is not an extreme point of s(F) then, by Lemma 2, neither isJ: 
We can also assume that AB is parallel to the imaginary axis, and (as the 
proof of Lemma 1 indicates) that df (A) n AB is a line segment. Let 
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CK= af(d) n AB and let L be the maximal line segment contained in ZJD 
and containing AB. Let E and 6 be two positive numbers such that 
dist{N(CK, E), aD\L} 26. 
In addition choose E small enough so that f(d) is not contained in 
M(CK, E). Let d=dist{aD, af(A)\N(CK, 6)). Clearly d>O. As the proof 
of Lemma 1 indicates we can assume that af(d ) n &N( CK, E) consists of 
exactly two points. We denote them by P and Q. We shall produce a func- 
tion g E d(d), not identically zero, and such that f? g E s(F). We begin by 
defining a real-valued Cl-function u on the unit circle ad which will be our 
candidate for the boundary function of Re g. 
Since f is a univalent function mapping d onto a Jordan domain the 
Caratheodory extension theorem gives a homeomorphic extension off to 
ad. P and Q divide @(A) into disjoint connected parts. Let p and q be 
inverse images, under the homeomorphic extension off to ad, of corre- 
spondingly P and Q. Without loss of generality assume that the arcpq is 
the inverse image of the part of af(d) between P and Q which contains CK. 
Let s be the point on qp dividing it lengthwise in half. Let w  be a real- 
valued Cl-function on &l such that for all r = eie E ad w(r) E [0, 11, for 
5 E sq w(5) = 0 and the maximum of w(5) over qs is positive. Let tl denote 
the angle qOs (Fig. 1). 
For every toad let w,(r)= -w(e-I’<), and let u({)=w(t)+w,([). It is 
clear that u is a Cl-function on ad, u(c) = 0 for r Epq, u(t) E [ - 1, 1] for 
all toad and that ji u(5) de = 0. Let u be the harmonic extension of u(t) 
to A and let u be the harmonic conjugate of u such that v(O) =O. It is 
known that the condition UE C’ implies that u can be continuously 
extended to ad [4, p. 793. Therefore the function h = u + iv is analytic in A 
FIGURE 1 
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and continuous in d and hence bounded. Furthermore, h(0) =0 and 
Re h(r) = 0 for 5 Epq. Let I = min(d, 6) and define 
‘Y(z) = ~ ’ h(z), 
llhll 7 
ZEA 
Clearly gE,d(A) and g(O)=O. Since Reg(<)=O for t~pq and jgl is 
bounded by 1 it is easy to see that the images of A under f+g and f-g 
are contained in F(A). It is now a consequence of the univalence of F that 
fk g E s(F). Hence f = i( f + g) + $( f - g) and the proof is complete. 
Remark 4. In particular Theorem 3 enables us to easily construct a 
function ,f~ s(F)\Es(F) for which 1:” log J,(Q) d0 = - co. Therefore if 
FE &((A) is univalent and F(A) is a convex domain whose boundary 
contains a line segment then Es(F) # { FO 4 / 4 E EB,}. This result combined 
with the construction in [2] demonstrates that if FE ,d(d) is univalent and 
F(A) is a convex domain other than a half plane, a strip or a wedge and 
if dF(A) contains a line segment then Es(F) is strictly contained between 
the minimal and maximal sets. This provides the first example of a convex 
domain with this property and answers the question posed in [3, p. 1441. 
Remark 5. The technique of the proof of Theorem 3 can be used to 
show that if F(A) is a rectangle (or any convex domain whose boundary 
contains two parallel line segments) and if fEs(F) is such that 
af(A) n dF(A) is contained in the interiors of the two parallel sides of 
8F(A) then f 4 Es(F). 
Suppose f E HP for some p. We denote by {f(O)} the set of all existing 
radial limits off: As pointed out earlier f (0) exists for almost all 8. 
LEMMA 6. Let D be a convex domain, and let FE.&(A) be a univalent 
function mapping A onto D. If f E s(F) is such that 




then there exists a bounded convex polygon R whose boundary consists of 
finitely many line segments, and 
f(A)cRci?cd\EaD 
Proof If D is unbounded then w  EE~D and (2) implies that 
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3 M,O~{f(~)}~AM={~~~)~z~<M}.PutD*=DnA,.IfDisbounded 
put D* = D. D* is a bounded convex set and 
EcYD* n (f(O)} = $3. 
Hence, 3,, 0 s,V(EC~D*, E) contains no f(0). Equation (1) implies that 
~D*\JV(E~D*, E)#@. We can also assume that JD*\M(EdD*, E) 
consists of line segments contained in aD*, none of which is maximal. 
Consider the derived set (EC7D*)d of EcYD*. (Ec?D*)~= fzIz~~D*\{z}}. 
i3D*\N((EaD*)“, E) contains only isolated points of EaD*. Notice also 
that EdD* is closed and bounded. Since [aD*\Af((Ei3D*)d, s)] n EdD* is 
a compact set with no accumulation points it has to be finite. In particular 
c?D*\Jt’((EdD*)d, E) consists of finitely many line segments. Let 
Note that, by making E smaller if necessary, we can ensure that 
i3D* n dJ”((EdD*)*, E) contains no E,, I= 1, . . . . n. Hence aD* n 
dM((EdD*)“, E) consists of finitely many points all of which are inner 
points of line segments contained in aD*. We can write 
Jlr((EdD*)d, E)= ij c/4;, 
j=l 
where 4 are components of Jlr((EdD*)d, E). Let {A,, Bi} = dD* n &A$. 
Put 6 = c/2, and let P,, Qj be the points satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) P,, Q,EaD*n,y 
(2) P, lies on the same line segment of aD* as Aj, Q, lies on the same 
line segment of aD* as B, 
(3) dist(Aj, P,) = 26 = dist(Bj, Q,). 
Cover the part of aD* contained in 4 between P, and Qj with discs of 
radius 6/2 and centers on dD*. Compactness implies that there is a finite 
subcover C,, . . . . C,. Inscribe a polygonal line LT in the part of aD* 
contained in 4 between P, and Qj by connecting Pi with the closest 
point of U;“=, (X /naD*) (lying between P, and Q,), all points of 
U;“=, (X,n dD*) following successively their natural order on dD*, and 
Qj with the closest point of U;“=, (K, n aD*) (lying between Pi and Q,). 
Let 0~~ be the angle between AjP, and the line segment of L,?, one of whose 
endpoints is P,. Note that u, E (0, n). Let d,’ = 6 cos(cr,- n/2). Note that 
0 < d; d S. Let Bj be the angle between BjQj and the line segment of L,*, 
one of whose endpoints is Q,. Let d,” = 6 COS(/?~- 7@). Note that 
0 <d;’ < 6. Put d,= min(d;, dy). Let Pj* be the midpoint of A,P,, and let 
QT be the midpoint of B,Qj. Let L, be the polygonal line connecting P,? 
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with QT, parallel to L,*, contained in D* and such that dist(L,?, L,) = d,. 
Note that L, c L 1; and L, n ?D* = {P:, Q: j.. 
For each I= 1, . . . . 17 let C, and G, be the points of intersection between 
a&$‘(E,, c) and c’D*. 
Finally, let S, , . . . . Sk be the line segments such that 
,c, S,= aO*;, [ ,&, k‘(E,, c) u ~I/‘((EaD*Y’, &)I. 
Define the boundary of R as follows 
8R= ij C,G,u i, S,u ij A,PPu ilj L,u ilj Q,?B,. 
/== I /= I ,‘I ,=I ,=I 
Clearly f(d) c R and R c d \ E8D. 
THEOREM 7. Let D be a convex domain, let FE d(A) be a univalent 
function mapping A onto D, and let f e s(F). If f e Es(F) then 
E~Dn{fUOb-W. 
Proof: Suppose that E3D n {f(O)} = /zr. If 8Dn {f(O)} = @ then 
dist(aD, {{f(e)})=d>O and the function g(z) = dz, ZE A satisfies the 
condition g(O) &-f(O) ED. Since D is convex this implies that g +JE s(F). 
Hence f 4 Es(F). 
Assume then that 8D n {f(d)} # @. By virtue of Lemma 6 there is a 
bounded convex polygon R whose boundary consists of finitely many line 
segments such that 
f(A)c RcRcB\EaD. 
The proof of Lemma 6 indicates that aR n aD is a union of line segments. 
Let fi be the Riemann mapping of A onto R such that f,(O)= F(0). Since 
f <f,, Lemma 2 implies that it is enough to show that f, q! Es(F). 
Let 6 = dist(EaD, afI(A)). Let S,, . . . . S, be all the line segments 
contained in afI(A) n 8D, and let L, be the maximal line segment contained 
in ?JD and containing Sj, j= 1, . . . . n. V ,=,,,,,, .3,,,3dist(Jlr(S,, sj), 
aD\L,) Z 6/2. Assume also that .M(S,, E,), j= 1, . . . . n, are pairwise disjoint. 
Let 
and put I= min(6/2, d). 
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Let Aj and B, be the points of intersection of aJlr(,S,, sj) and afi(d), and 
let a, and bj be their inverse images on ad under the homeomorphic exten- 
sion off,, j = 1, . . . . n. Note that Vj;.= 1 ,,.,, n S cf,(ajbj), where ajbj denotes the , 
arc on ad which corresponds under fi to A,B,. For each j= 1, . . . . n let 6, 
be the angle between the positive real axis and S,. Assume without loss of 
generality that there is E > 0 so that the closed arc ePiceit misses IJl= 1 ajbi. 
This can be easily accomplished by substituting for the function f,(z) a 
functionfi(xz) with a suitable x E ad. Once we show thatf,(xz) 4 Es(F) we 
will also have f,(z) # Es(F). 
Let u be a real-valued Cl-function on ad such that if t = eie E aA then 
u(()+e=ei for r E ujbj, j= 1, . . . . n. 
Let u be the harmonic extension of u(t) to A and let u be the harmonic 
conjugate of u such that u(0) = 0. 
Since u E C’ u can be continuously extended to aA [4, p. 791. Hence 
e -o+iuEHKz, Let 
1 
h(z)= ,,,-“+lu,,& e 
-u(z)+iu(i) 
. 
Finally define g(z) = z%(z). Clearly g E d(A), g(0) = 0, and the definition 
of h implies that the images of A under f, + g and fi -g are contained in 
F(A). Since F is univalent this implies that f, + g E s(F). Hence f, # Es(F), 
and by Lemma 2 f$ Es(F). 
With extra assumptions about the function f~ s(F) we can demonstrate 
a much stronger necessary condition forfe Es(F). First we need the follow- 
ing known lemma. The proof was provided by D. J. Hallenbeck. 
LEMMA 8. Let f be a real-valued L’-function on ad. Iff is C2 on a closed 
interval 16’ - 9,l < 6 then 
is C’ on that interval. 
Proof: Since f is C’ on [0--B,I <6 the integral lyn [(f(e+ t)- 
f(6 - t))/2 tan(t/2)] dtconverges there [4, p. 793. Note that ST, [(f(O + t) - 
f(e - t))/2 tan(t/2)] dt = 1: [(f(O + t) - f(O - t))/tan(t/2)] dt. For each 
8 E [O, - 6, B. + 61 define 
go(t)=f(B+ t)-f(O-t). 
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When /tl < c for sufficiently small E > 0, g, is continuously differentiable, 
HE [0,-S, O,+d]. Hence gJt)=g,(O)+gk(r*)t, for some tag (0, t). It 
follows that 
f‘(Q + 1) -f(O - 1) = [f’(O + t*) +f”(fI - t*)] t 
and consequently If(Q + t) -f(6 - t)l< Mt for some M > O. 
II 
~f(o+t)-/(e-t)dt < I,* t 
0 I J tan(t/2) ’ 0 tan(ti2)dt+o 
as E --* 0, 0 E [0, - 6, B0 + S]. Hence the integral J” ~ [(f(Q + t) -f(0 - t))/2 
tan(t/2)] dt converges uniformly for 0 E [0, - 6, B0 + S], Since f is C2 for 
OE [0,-s, 8,+6], the integral jFn [(f’(fI+ t)-f’(0- t))/2 tan(t/2)] dt 
also converges uniformly for 0 E [0, - 6,8, + S]. We conclude that 
d(S) = - &- J 
A f’(e+t)--f’(fI-t)dt 
77 2 tan( t/2) 
and u’(0) is continuous on [(I, - 6,6), + S]. 
THEOREM 9. Let D he a convex domain. Let FE &(A) be a univalent 
function mapping A onto D. Let fes(F) be univalent and such that f(A) is 
a Jordan domain. Zf f E Es(F) then 
thereisapointe~E~DandanarcBcaAsuchthate~~f(8)~~~B) 
and for each subarc B of B for which e E {f (0) ( 8 E B} the condition 
{, log /I( 0) de = - zz holds. (3) 
Proof. Suppose the condition (3) is not satisfied. Then there exists an 
open set U containing EaD and such that if C = { 0 E 8A 1 f(0) E U} then 
jclog A(0) dO> - 30 (in case when D is unbounded U is open in c). 
Furthermore using compactness of E8D and convexity of D we can choose 
U so that aD\ U is contained in finitely many line segments. We can 
assume that m(C) > 0 for otherwise Theorem 7 implies that f  4 Es(F). 
Let S,, . . . . S, be the line segments such that aD\ U = U;=, S, and S,‘s 
are pairwise disjoint and closed. Let L, be the maximal line segment con- 
tained in 8D and containing Si, j = 1, . . . . n. For each j one of the following 
three possibilities occurs 
(1) 3,,03Jt~(S,,&,)n{f(B)leEaA}=0. 
(2) Sj n {f (6) I 8 E aA } is a singleton. 
(3) s,n {f(@l~~W contains at least two points. 
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Define K, c i3A in the following way. 
In case (1): Put K, = 0. 
In case (2): Suppose S, n {f(e) 18 E i?A} = (P,}. Let pj be the inverse 
image of P, under the homeomorphic extension off to dd. Let 6 > 0 be 
small enough so that the image underfof the arc with the endpoints p,e ” 
and p,e” misses aD\Int(L,) and such thatf(pjeei6), f(p,e’“) E D. Let K, be 
the closed arc a$, where a, = pie ‘*, b, = p,e”. 
In case (3): Let Aj and B, be the endpoints of S,. Let P, be the point 
of intersection of S, and {f(e) 10 E aA} c osest to A,, an let Q, be the point 1 
of S,n {f(e)leEad) i c osest to B,. Let pj and q, be the inverse images of 
correspondingly Pj and Q, under the homeomorphic extension off to aA. 
A two-point set {Pi, Q,} divides af(A) into two disjoint Jordan arcs, 
exactly one of which has a nonempty intersection with EaD. Let J be the 
other one (i.e., Jn EaD = 0). Note that (8D\ PjQj) n J= 0, for otherwise 
af(A) would not be a Jordan curve. Without loss of generality we can 
assume that the counterclockwise arc pjqj is the inverse image of J under 
the homeomorphic extension off to aA. Let 6 > 0 be small enough so that 
the image under f  of the arc with the endpoints a,=p,e-‘” and bj= qjerii 
misses aD\Int(Lj) and such that f(a,), f(b,)e D. Let K, be the closed 
arc ajb,. 
Assume in addition that Kj are pairwise disjoint, j= 1, . . . . n. Note also 
that if all Kj = 0 then fp log n(e) d0 > - cc and this implies hat f  # Es(F) 
[3, p. 1441. We need to continue our proof only if at least one K, is non- 
empty. 
Let c= C\uy, 1 K,. Note that m(c).> 0. Define K, =t?A\[c”u lJ~=, Kj] 
and let d= dist(aD, {f(e) 18 E K,}). For each j= 1, . . . . n define 
6,=dist(f(Kj), aD\L,), 
put 6 = min(6 , , . . . . 6,) and let I= min(d, 6, 1). Without loss of generality 
assume that there is c( ~0 so that the closed arc e-iaera is contained in 
z’u K,,. 
For all t E i3A define 
when tEt? 
when tEaA\C. 
Let r E [0, 1 ), z = re”, and let P,(t) and Q,(t) denote correspondingly the 
Poisson kernel and the conjugate Poisson kernel. Since p is a real-valued 




defines a harmonic function in A. Let 
be the harmonic conjugate of p. It is known that the boundary function of 
h is given by 
h(e’O)= -&I 7T P(e+w@--I)dl 
n 2 tan(t/%) 
almost everywhere [4]. Lemma 8 implies that h(e’“) is C’ on Uy=, K,. 
For each j = 1, . . . . n let 6, be the angle between the positive real axis and 
Lj. Let u(r) be a real-valued C’-function on dd such that if < = eis then 
u( 5) + h( 0 + 0 = 0, for 5 E K,, j = 1, . . . . n. Let 
u(z) =& j’” u(e”” “) I’,( t ) dt 
0 
be the harmonic extension of u to d and let v(z) = & sp U(ei”’ “)QJt) dt 
be the harmonic conjugate of U. Since u is C’ on 8A u can be continuously 
extended to dA [4, p. 791. Hence e-‘+“‘E H”. Define 
and 
g2(z) = e - V(Z) + Jut-) 
Note that log /g,(z)1 is the Poisson integral of p(t) and hence the radial 
limits log Jg,(e”)J exist almost everwhere and are equal to ,u(e”). In 
particular /g,(l)1 =1(O) for <EZ’ and Ig,(i;)l = 1 for {eKou lJy=, K,. 
Note also that arg g, = h. Define finally 
I 
g(z) = llg*ll 2 zg,(z) g2(z). 
We claim that f& g E s(F). Indeed, 
/dOI G Jvfa for <E Z;, 
ld5)l Gl for 5EKou u K, 
,=I 
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and arg g( <) = 0, for 5 E K,, j = 1, . . . . n. Therefore f( 5) f g( 4) E IT for almost 
all 8 (< = eie). This and convexity of D imply that the images of A under 
f+ g and f-g are contained in D. Since F is univalent and g(0) = 0 we 
conclude that f+ g E s(F). Hence f$ Es(F). 
COROLLARY 10. Let D be a convex domain. Let FE &(A) be a univalent 
function mapping A onto D and let f E s(F). If 
af(A)nEaD= {E ,,..., E,,}, (4) 
where E,, j= 1, . . . . n, are isolated points of EaD other than co and 
vj= 1,...,n36,,0 3f(A)nNJlr(Ej,Ej)cA,, (5) 
where Aj is an angle with vertex E, such that (Aj\ { E,}) n JV(E’,, .zi) c D then 
f4WF). 
ProoJ: Note first that convexity of D implies that [Ajl <x, j= 1, . . . . n. 
We can also assume that .M(E,, E,) are pairwise disjoint and that 
N(E,, cl) n EaD = {E,}, j = 1, . . . . n. Equation (4) implies in particular that 
f(A) c F(A) n A,, for some positive M, where A, = {z E C 1 IzI < M}. Note 
that the sets (EaDna,)\u~=, Jlr(E,, sj) and f(A) are both compact and 





fi N(E,, Ed), E* 
>- 
nf(A I= 0. 
/=I 
Let E = min(s,, . . . . E,, E*) and let 
D*= (DnA,)\J”(ELJD,E) fi AjnN(E,,&) 
/=I 
Clearly D* is a Jordan domain containing f(A). Let f, be the Riemann 
mapping of A onto D* such that fi(0) =f(O). For each 8 E aA, for which 
fi(f?)EN(Ej, E) define d(B)=dist(Ej,f,(0)). Let Tj(0) be the right triangle 
whose hypotenuse is the line segment connecting Ej with fr(0) and whose 
third vertex Pi(e) belongs to aD. Clearly Tj(0) c 6. The length of the 
hypotenuse is d(B), and the side connecting f,(e) with P,( 0) has length A(0). 
Let a(0) be the angle of q.(e) for which 
S22 = sin a(e). 
40) 
Since 3 m,,D, 3 0 < tlj d a(8) d p, < rt it follows that 






sin a(O) h, 
This implies that for all 8 for which f;(Q) E u;= , . $I‘( E,, e) we have 
6 = min(6, , . . . . S,,). 
Let C= {e~ddIf~(B)~~(EaD,&)j. Then 
[ log 48) de 6 1 log f de + 1 log i(e) de. 
c c < 
(6) 
Since fi is a nonconstant HP function jclog d(B) d8 > -a. This and 
inequality (6) imply that SC log k(0) df3 > - CD. Theorem 9 implies now that 
fi $ Es(F). Since f<.f, Lemma 2 implies that f$ Es(F). 
We turn our attention now to a certain class of convex domains whose 
boundaries consist of finitely many arcs with positive curvature. The proof 
of the following lemma generalizes the argument used in [ 1, Lemma 41. 
LEMMA 11. Let D he a convex domain. Suppose dD is parametrized by 
a 1 : 1 function w(t), t E [0, 11. Let t,, . . . . t,E [0, 11. Suppose w’ and w” are 
piecewise continuous on [0, l] with discontinuity points at t,, i= 1, . . . . n, 
Cm 1 + /,- w’(t)#O#lim,,,z+ w’(t), the curvature x(t) of 8D is nonzero at 
t 4 {t,} y=, and lim, _ t, K(t) # 0 # lim, _ ,; Ic( t), i = 1, . . . . n. Then there exist 
positive constants d and M such that lf 4 E B, dist(5, aD) < d and 4 + CJ E D 
then loI*<Mdist(& aD). 
Proof: Without loss of generality assume that 0 6 t, < t, < . . < t,, < 1 
and t, #t,-- 1. Consider the set T= [t,, t2] u [l + t,, 1 + t3] u ... u 
[n - 1 + t,, n + t,] and define a function u on T in the following way 
if tE [t,, t2] 
if tE[l+f2,1+f3] 
if tE[n-l+tt,,n] 
if [E [n, n + tl]. 
As in [ 1, Lemma 41 we introduce a Cartesian coordinate system at u(t) for 
all t E T (using lim, _ , u(z) when t E 3T) that defines a function g,(x) =y in 
some neighborhood of 0 = x( t, t) and similarly use continuity arguments to 
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obtain positive constants 6 and m such that m = min(g:‘(x(t, s))l t E T, 
SE [t-s, t +S] n T}. Let M, =2/m, assume that 6 < imin{t,- t,, . . . . 
tn-tn-lr l+t,-t,j and define d,==min{y(t,t+S)Ite[tl,t2-b]u 
[1+t,,l+t,-6]u ... u[n--l+tt,,n+t,-h]), d,=min{y(t-6,t)J 
t~[tl+6,tP]u[1+t2+6r1+t3]u~~~u[n-l+tt,+6,n+t,]). Note 
that d, > 0, d2 > 0 since y is a positive continuous function on suitable 
compact sets. Let d= min(d,, d,, 1). As the assertion of the lemma is 
trivially true if 5 E dD assume that t ED. Let P be the point on LYD closest 
to r. There is exactly one t E [0, 1] so that P = w(t), t # ti, i = 1,2, . . . . II. 
Without loss of generality assume that t E T,. Let L be the line passing 
through t: and parallel to the x-axis at w(t). Suppose w, and w2 are the 
points of intersection of L with aD and assume that the x-coordinate of w2 
is positive. Suppose that < + (T E D and let Q be the point of intersection of 
the line through 5 - CJ and 5 + (T with the part of aD on the same side of 
L as w(t). Without loss of generality we can assume that Q lies between 
w(t) and w?, or coincides with one of these points. Our 6 was chosen small 
enough so that if the part of aD on the same side of L as w(t) is not free 
of w(t,), i= 1, . ..) n, only w(t,) and w( t2) can lie on this part of aD. In 
particular, only w(t*) can lie on the right-hand side of w(t). 
There are a few cases to consider: 
(I) Assume that Q= w(t). Then 15-Q =dist(& 8D). 
(II) Suppose Q = w2. Then either 
(11.1) w(tZ) = wz, or 
(11.2) w(t2) lies between w(t) and w2, or 
(11.3) the closed arc w(t) w2 does not contain w(t,). 
(III) Suppose Q lies between w(t) and w2. As in the previous case, 
there are three subcases: 
(111.1) w2 = w(t2). 
(111.2) w(tZ) lies between w(t) and w2. Then either 
(111.2.a) Q lies between w(t) and w(t,), or 
(111.2.b) Q lies between w(tz) and w2, or 
(111.2.~) Q = w( t2). 
(111.3) The closed arc w(t)w, does not contain w(t*). 
In cases (11.1) and (11.3) It-Q1 = a and the Taylor’s Formula (used as 
in [ 11) implies that a2 < M, g,(a). Since g,(a) = dist(<, aD) we have 
/r - Q12 d M, dist(& 8D). 
Let us turn now to case (111.2.~). Here g,(a) < dist(c, dD) and I( - Q12 = 
[dist(<, 8D) -g,(a)12 + a2 < [dist(S, do)]‘+ u2. Since here g, satisfies 
smoothness conditions like in cases (11.1) and (11.3) we can wrire 
409,145:1-lh 
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a2 6 M, g,(a) < M, dist(<, aD). We have then 15 - Q12 < [dist(t, do)]‘+ 
M, dist(& aD) < (1 + M,) dist(<, aD), since by our assumptions dist([, aD) 
<d< 1. We proved that in case (111.2.~) It - Ql’< (1 + M,) dist(5, aD). 
In cases (III.l), (111.2.a) and (111.3), let x and g,(x) be the coordinates 
of Q. Consider now cases (11.2) and (111.2.b). In these two cases let Q, E 8D 
be a point lying between w(t) and w( f2) and such that 15 - Ql < 14 - Q, I. 
Here x and g,(x) are the coordinates of Q,. Note now that in cases (III.l), 
(111.2.a), and (111.3) It - Ql* =x2 + [g,(a) -g,(x)12, and that in cases 
(11.2) and (111.2.b) I<-Ql’< /&Qel12=x2+ [g,(a)-g,(x)12. Consider 
now all these five cases, i.e., (11.2), (III.l), (111.2.a), (111.2.b) and (111.3). 
The mean-value theorem (used as in [1]) implies that [g,(a) -g,(x)]* < 
a2 <x2. 
Hence 15 - Ql 2 < x2 + a2 - x2 = a2. The same argument as in cases (11.1) 
and (11.3) implies that a2 6 M, g,(a), and therefore we proved that 
14 - Ql’d M, dist(<, 8D). 
Let us go back to case (I). It was proven there that 14 - Ql = dist([, 8D). 
Since dist(& aD)<l, we also have I[-Ql’<dist(<,aD). 
Let M=l+M,. We proved that in all cases l&Q12<Mdist(<,aD). 
Since Id < It- Ql, it follows that Iu( 2 d A4 dist(& 8D) if only 
dist( 5, 8D) d d. 
THEOREM 12. Let D and F be as in Lemma 11. Then Es(F) = { Fo I$ / 
~EEBo}. 
ProoJ The inclusion Es(F) c {Fo 4 14 E EB,} follows by C3, 
Theorem 8.251. Suppose f~ s(F), f= FO 4 and q5 E EB,. Since F is univalent 
and convex it follows that F’ E HP for p < $ and [3, Theorem 8.241 implies 
s 2n log A(0) d0 = -a. 0 (7) 
Lemma 11 implies now as in [ 1, Theorem 31 that f~ Es(F). This proves the 
inclusion { Fo 4 1 C$ E E,} c Es(F). 
Final Remarks. We conjecture that statement (3), where arcs B and B 
are replaced with measurable sets of positive measure, expresses a 
necessary and sufficient condition for f~ Es(F) if F is univalent, F(A) is a 
convex domain other than a half plane, a strip or a wedge and f E s(F). 
Theorem 9 provides some evidence with respect to necessity, while suf- 
ficiency is supported by Theorem 12 and the following easily proven 
proposition: 
PROPOSITION. Let D be a convex domain whose boundary contains an arc 
L with positive curvature. Let FE d(A) be a univalent function mapping A 
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onto D and let f~s(F). If there is an arc L, such that I?, c int(L) and 
JF log dist(f(O), L,) d8 = - cc thenfE Es(F). 
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